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R
APIDLY changing mar-
kets, technology, the
regulatory environ-
ment and competitive
pressures have shat-
tered the economics of
the traditional wealth
management busi-

ness. To survive, thrive and best
serve the needs and interests of cli-
ents, wealth managers must recog-
nise and address a number of issues
that have become “game changers”.

If ignored, we believe these issues
will unseat the traditional players and
change the face of the industry, leav-
ing the once dominant private banks
on the sidelines wondering how they
could have got things so wrong.

Of the many issues that must be ad-
dressed, three are fundamental:

◆ The step-change in investor atti-
tude;

◆ The pervasive use of technology,
and;

◆ Possibly most worrisome of all, the
inexorable rise of independent finan-
cial advisers (IFAs) and external asset
managers (EAMs).

Game changer 1:
The new rich are different

Consumer behaviour in the luxury
goods sector, which has transformed
beyond all recognition, is a strong in-
dicator of just how quickly the profile
of Asia’s second and third generation
high net worth individuals (HNWIs)
has changed. While the first genera-
tion wanted control over its invest-
ment decisions, today’s younger-gen-
eration HNWIs are far more hands-
off and see no need for regular face-
to-face meetings to review their port-
folios. They aren’t asset management
experts, and they have no interest in
being stock pickers; they simply want
to do what they are qualified to do –
be they lawyers, doctors, entrepre-
neurs – and leave their investments in
the hands of the professionals.

While on the surface this sounds
like good news for private banks,
there is an underlying issue. Al-
though the people in this demograph-
ic group are hands-off, they are possi-
bly the most informed investors in his-
tory. They know much more about
the options available to them and dis-
cretionary investments are much
more appealing to them.

This is putting fees under a huge
amount of pressure. They provide a
lucrative revenue stream, and the
banks have had them to themselves
for years. Banks charge brokerage
commission on equities, they add up-
front fees on funds, they earn on for-
eign exchange spread and, to a lesser
extent, they charge fees for custody.
But a major slice of the action comes
from the fees associated with the pro-
fessional management of investors’
assets, particularly when they are dis-
cretionary portfolio mandates.

The knock-on effect is that banks
are being pushed into charging less
for these services. Now that they are
expected to do more work for less re-
ward, they are feeling the pinch that
comes from margin compression.
Their only recourse is to offer more in-
novative fee structures, such as per-
formance-based or component-based
fees, or fees based on the size of the
investment portfolio. Importantly,
whatever creative ideas they come up
with, the net result is that the inves-
tors are the winners.

Game changer 2:
Crossing the digital divide

Game changer number two has been
much talked about, but the laggards
in the industry have not dealt with it
fast enough. Today’s HNWI investors
are tech-savvy and mobile. They
want to be able to access their invest-
ment information, execute instruc-
tions and check the performance of
their investments, on any device – be
it smartphone, tablet or PC – 24/7,
wherever they happen to be. Tradi-

tional institutions have been slow to
see the benefits of the technology
CASM – Cloud computing, Applica-
tions, Social media and Mobile – and
their tardiness in crossing the digital
divide has cost them dearly. They
have not taken advantage of the effi-
ciencies technology can offer, and
they have not developed the infra-
structure needed to fulfil investors’
“anywhere, anytime, anyhow” re-
quirements.

Collectively, the CASM represents
a change that is as life-altering to us
today as the industrial revolution was
to the Victorians, and this is only the
tip of the iceberg. The all-encompass-
ing change, in the way both struc-
tured and unstructured market infor-
mation is produced and consumed,
cannot possibly leave the wealth man-
agement industry untouched.

Game changer 3:
Keep your enemies closer

Possibly the most worrying issue for
the old guard of the wealth manage-
ment industry is the seemingly un-
stoppable rise in the number of inde-
pendent financial advisers flooding
the market. Where once there was
cautious competition between the
banks and these intermediaries, to-
day the gloves are off. There’s no
question that they are the new com-
petitors, so much so that industry reg-
ulators have been seeking to raise the
barriers to entry, both to safeguard in-
vestors’ interests and to protect the in-
tegrity of the banking system. Never-
theless, the number of ex-bankers go-
ing independent continues to defy
gravity.

If the banks are to retain their high
net worth clients’ portfolios, they
must accept that they have to share
their fees with these competitors,
which doesn’t augur well when
they’re already reeling from rising
cost-income ratios.

What’s more, when their clients
start listening more closely to the ad-

vice of their independent adviser who
has, of course, come from a private
bank and knows exactly how bank
fees are structured, they find them-
selves wondering why they ever
agreed to the high charges on trades
they used to assume was a given.

The wealthy investor is not only
flush with choice as to whom to trust
his or her money with, he or she is al-
so much more informed about the
dark arts of the industry. The bargain-
ing chips are now on the other side of
the table. Fee negotiation is the name
of the game, be that a reduction per
trade, or pay by performance. And, of
course, the new rich tend to spread
their investments across banks. Once
they realise the power they have, they
can put pressure on all of them to re-
duce fees and be more transparent
with their disclosure.

Where does that
leave the industry?

There is no question that the wealth
management industry in Asia is at a
crossroads and change is inevitable.
The global financial crisis trans-
formed everything, of course, but so
has the rapid increase in the number
of HNWIs in emerging markets, espe-
cially in Asia. These issues have al-
ready led to a number of structural
shifts in the industry. But the three
game changers discussed here will
have a lasting impact on the entire
wealth management ecosystem and
will shape the industry’s future.

As Stephen Hawking said, “Intelli-
gence is the ability to adapt to
change.”

If the players decide to tackle these
game changers head on, and if they
apply their intelligence, demonstrate
new-found agility and come up with
some smart innovative solutions, they
should be able to transform their tra-
ditional business models and not only
survive but thrive.

The writer is head of wealth
management, Asia,

at Mercer Pte Ltd

By MICHAEL DEE

IN light of the recent rash of takeover offers,
shareholders are interested to understand bet-
ter the language used in the recommenda-
tions by independent directors (IDs) and their
independent financial advisers (IFAs) when of-
fers are made for their securities. While every
situation is unique and investors should take
care to read the entire document, there are a
few simple basics to keep in mind. And noth-
ing is more important than understanding
that the decision is yours and yours alone.

For shareholders to make effective deci-
sions the documents provided must be factual-
ly accurate and the board of directors fully as-
sumes this responsibility. The IFAs will de-
scribe upfront what information they have
used and the analysis they have undertaken.
For example, in the typical shareholder letter
and IFA letter, it is clearly stated that the IFAs
have neither used any financial projections
nor considered future growth prospects.
Non-financial factors or the circumstances of
any specific shareholder are also not consid-
ered. The scope of the IFAs’ financial analysis
is much narrower than that which a share-
holder should consider.

The IFA letter is often referred to as “fair-

ness opinions” as they are trying to determine
if the terms of the offer are “fair” to investors.
It is essential that shareholders also under-
stand that “fair value” is not “full value”. Fair
value is such a wide range as to be virtually
meaningless and substantially different from
what could be considered full value. In a take-
over situation where an auction results, there
is a market-based means for investors to real-
ise full value. However, when a majority or
controlling shareholder is bidding for minori-
ty shares this is much more problematic be-
cause an auction is virtually blocked because
of the control position. Of course, this inability
of third-party bids to emerge is known by the
majority shareholder who will bid lower as
there is no change of control. Thus sharehold-
ers in these situations must realise that an of-
fer can be fair, adequate or reasonable yet
still not be compelling or reflect full value.

Consider the case of F&N. On Oct 11, 2012,
the IDs and IFAs labelled the $8.88 offer as
“not compelling but fair”. Then on Dec 20,
2012, the $9.08 offer was also deemed “not
compelling but fair”. Finally on Jan 28, 2013,
the $9.55 offer was called “fair”. That each of-
fer was considered “fair” despite a significant
difference in the valuation highlights that

“fair” has a very wide meaning and interpreta-
tion. Therefore, it is worth considering what
is “not fair”.

For this we need look no further than the
recent Temasek-led offer for Olam’s converti-
ble bonds at an effective offer price of
US$820.37. The trading price at the time was
US$1,027.62 – in other words, the offer was
at a 20 per cent discount to market price and
below its lowest ever trading price.

A ‘non-opinion opinion’

How was the opinion communicated by the
IFAs? “The terms of the convertible bonds of-
fer from a financial point of view . . . are not
fair and not reasonable so far as the bondhold-
ers are concerned. On this basis, we advise the
independent directors to recommend to the
bondholders to REJECT the convertible bond
offer.” Such clarity remains quite unusual.

More typical is the IDs accepting the IFA let-
ter in whole without really taking a position.
For example, in 68 Holdings’ initial bid for
HPL the advice was what I consider a
“non-opinion opinion”. It basically says: “Ac-
cept the offer if you believe ‘x’ or reject the of-
fer if you believe ‘y’.” The IFAs and IDs take no

particular view but rather lay out the condi-
tions and views under which the investor may
want to take either action. Following this is the
disclaimer by the IFAs: “We would advise the
independent directors to caution the share-
holders that they should not rely on our advice
to the independent directors as the sole basis
for deciding whether or not to accept the of-
fer.” I call this the YO-YO clause: You’re On
Your Own.

Then there is the situation where the IDs
take a position on the offer yet consider both
options. For example, going back to the Te-
masek-led offer for Olam, the offer for the
shares was deemed “fair and reasonable” yet
they also explain that shareholders’ options
were based on what they thought the future
looked like. At the launch of the offer the con-
sortium controlled more than 50 per cent of
Olam yet as we now know 20 per cent of the
outstanding shares were not tendered and the
Olam share price now trades above the offer
price. So did the fair and reasonable offer
equate to full value? Only time will tell al-
though the market might say no for now.

The OCBC offers for Great Eastern Hold-
ings (GEH) have now had a decade since the in-
itial $11.52 offer was characterised as “ade-

quate but not compelling”. The subsequent
$16.00 offer failed to delist the company and
GEH remains a public company and now
trades at $21.93, or a 90 per cent premium to
the initial offer, thus vindicating the initial ID
and IFA opinion.

In evaluating an IFA letter it is also worth
considering the IFAs’ background and how
they were selected; and shareholders should
consider potential conflicts of interest to en-
sure unbiased and independent advice. As a
shareholder, only you can make the final deci-
sion on whether an offer is fair, adequate, com-
pelling, reasonable, full or not fair value.
Shareholders may have advisers both organ-
ised by the company and external to the com-
pany; however, only a shareholder holds deci-
sion-making authority. But if one thing is clear
from history, “fair, adequate and reasonable”
does not necessarily mean “adequate, compel-
ling and full value”.

The writer, an investment banker for more
than 30 years, was previously Morgan

Stanley’s regional CEO in Singapore
and a former senior managing director

of Temasek Holdings.

B
LOATED Western democra-
cies urgently need revolution-
ary changes to progress,
grow and satisfy their popu-
lace who are disillusioned

with politicians.
The latest example is the voter

shift towards maverick extreme right
and left wing groups in the recent Eu-
ropean elections. In the United
States, legislation continues to be
log-jammed as Tea Party right-wing
Republican activists battle dogmatic
Left-leaning Democrats.

Western democracy needs ideas
and actions that will truly lift econom-
ic, health and social standards, con-
tend Economist magazine editor John
Micklethwait and Management editor
Adrian Wooldridge. The alternative is
economic sclerosis, chronic unem-
ployment and social discontent.

Their book The
Fourth Revolution:
The Global Race to
Reinvent the State
promotes revitali-
sation of democra-
cies.

The latest revo-
lution would fol-
low: the first in the
17th century when
governments be-
gan to improve
and nation states
became trading em-
pires; the second,
the American and
French revolutions
which led to the
third revolution of
universal suffrage,
more liberty and
education, health-
care and welfare
for all.

The three dan-
gers to Western de-
mocracy’s health today, however, are
that the state will keep on expanding,
gradually reducing liberty; that it will
surrender ever more power to special
interests and keep making promises
that it cannot fulfil.

“In all these areas the state is over
extending itself and overtaxing . . . It
is time to put the ‘liberal’ back into
‘liberal democracy’: to persuade both
voters and governments to accept re-
straints on the state’s natural tenden-
cy to overindulge itself.”

The writers believe that Western-
ers should look East and adapt ideas
from Singapore, notably Mr Lee Kuan
Yew, “the founding father of what
might be termed ‘the Asian alterna-
tive’ to western democracy”.

“Singaporeans enjoy higher living
standards and better schools and hos-
pitals than their former colonial mas-
ters in the United Kingdom – and all
with a public sector that is proportion-
ately half the size of America’s,” they
write. “No country works harder at
perfecting its civil servants, nor fol-
lows such an unabashedly elitist mod-
el. It spots talented youngsters early,
luring them with scholarships, and
then spends a fortune on training

them. . . . Meritocracy reigns all the
way down the system.”

The writers contend that there are
“obvious holes in (Mr) Lee’s vision”
as “authoritarianism” is not fully dem-
ocratic. Nevertheless, although the
Asian alternative “has its faults and
inconsistencies and it is not the ideal
way forward, the rest of the world
can learn a lot from it”. They quote
Mr Lee’s view that Western leaders
have “allowed their people to blame
everything on society, rather than ac-
cept that they are responsible . . . In
the East we start with self reliance. In
the West today, it is the opposite”.

The authors agree with Mr Lee’s
argument: “When you have popular
democracy, to win votes you have to
give more. And to beat your opponent
in the next election, you have to prom-
ise to give more away. So it is a nev-
er-ending process of auctions – and
the cost, the debt is being paid for by
the next generation.”

In the West, the welfare state is
based on social assistance. Payments
are based on your circumstances, so
they increase the worse off you are.
This contrasts with Singapore’s “so-
cial insurance model, the Central
Provident Fund: 90 per cent of what
you get from it is tied to what you put

in, so hard work is
rewarded”.

The authors’ so-
lution, which sad-
ly continues to be
mostly ignored by
present politicians
in the US, Europe
and many other
nations, is that “a
fourth democratic
revolution is ur-
gently required to
tackle the Western
malaise”. They
suggest several
palliatives: har-
nessing the power
of technology to
provide better ser-

vices, finding clev-
er ideas from eve-
ry corner of the
world, getting rid
of outdated labour
practices. But, at

its heart, it is about reviving the pow-
er of two great liberal ideas.

“It is about reviving the spirit of lib-
erty by putting more emphasis on in-
dividual rights and less on social
rights such as welfare. And it is about
reviving the spirit of democracy by
lightening the burden of the state.”

If the state promises too much, it
creates dependency among its citi-
zens; it is only by reducing what it
promises that democracy will be able
to express its best instincts, of flexibili-
ty, innovation and problem-solving.

Reformers should push ahead,
clinging to the three great undenia-
bles of their cause. The first is that
the cost of inaction is high, the au-
thors say. Unreformed, the modern
welfare state will stagnate under its
own weight, lavishing its largesse on
cosseted vested interests. The second
undeniable is opportunity. Any state
that harnesses the most powerful in-
novative forces in society will pull
ahead of its peers. Finally, reformers
have history on their side. This revolu-
tion is about liberty and the rights of
the individual. That is the tradition
that propelled first Europe and then
America forward.

They must deal with a number of issues that have become ‘game changers’
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